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Atlas classifications drive Ranger policies

Ranger policies can use tags to identify data; Atlas classifications are pulled into Ranger as tags.

You can use Atlas classifications to drive data access control through Ranger. Ranger offers both resource-based and
tag-based access control policies. Using metadata tags rather than specific resource names gives you flexibility and
allows access controls to apply immediately to new data assets without requiring administrator intervention.

You can use Atlas classifications to control user access to data assets by using Atlas classifications to define Ranger
tag-based access-control policies. Ranger tag-based policies ensure that services such as Hive and Impala control user
and group access to specific data assets. Ranger policies can have services apply masks to column data, so users see
results such as partial data or anonymized data. To make this work, you define classifications in Atlas; associate the
classifications with data assets, including databases, tables, views, and columns; then define policies that act on the
data assets tagged with the Atlas classifications.

Some of the ways you can use classifications include:

• Add attributes to Atlas classifications to define separate behaviors for separate contexts. For example, you could
mark columns as “National ID” and apply a policy based on that information. You could add an attribute to the
“National ID” classification that describes which the rules to apply to the display of the national ID, such as
“Apply Rules From”:“EU” or “Apply Rules From”:“JPN”). Ranger policies can use the attribute value to apply
different mask patterns to the data.
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• Atlas lineage can propagate classifications from one column to columns created later from the same data. When
classifications are propagated, the Ranger policies built on these classifications apply to the new location of the
data. No intervention is required to ensure that the access controls on the original data are applied to the new copy.

• If Ranger is set up to deny access to new data except for the owner, you can use tags to reveal this data (access
only to classified data).

Related Information
When to use Atlas classifications for access control

How tag-based access control works

Examples of controlling data access using classifications

When to use Atlas classifications for access control

Resource-based and tag-based policies are useful in different ways.

Ranger provides resource-based policies and tag-based policies. The following table provides some examples of when
you would choose one type of policy over the other:

Resource-based Policies Tag-based Policies

Control access to data assets per service type (multiple
policies for each data asset)

Control access to data assets across all service types

Control access to entire databases Control access to columns in source tables that users can
copy or transform to other tables

Control access to long-lived tables Control access to data until it is reviewed/classified by
setting an validity date

Control access to well-known columns in specific tables,
which don't change over time

Related Information
Ranger tag-based policies

Resource-based services and policies

How tag-based access control works

Do some prep in Atlas to make tags available for creating Ranger policies.

Follow these steps to set up tag-based access control in your environment:

1. Determine what data to control, who it’s controlled for, and how you want to control it.

If you know the data characteristics but there isn’t a reliable column name for the data or if you want to reveal
parts of the data to some users, assign a classification to the column and set a tag-based policy in Ranger to apply
masks to the data.

• Same resource across multiple services. Set tag-based policies in Ranger. Note that resource-based policies
apply to a single service.

• Entire databases. Set resource-based policies in Ranger.
• Tables. Set resource-based policies in Ranger.
• Columns. Tagging columns in Atlas and then creating tag-based policies in Ranger allows you to control

access to this data even as it is transformed into other tables.
2. Create classifications in Atlas that describe triggers for when data should be controlled.
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3. Assign the classifications to the Atlas data assets.
4. Create “tag based policies” in Ranger.
5. Use Hue or Zeppelin to validate that the policies work as expected.

Related Information
Ranger tag-based policies

Resource-based services and policies

When to use Atlas classifications for access control

Examples of controlling data access using classifications

Propagation of tags as deferred actions
You can enable the propagation of tags as deferred action (or in asynchronous manner).

You must set this property atlas.tasks.enabled  = true. By default, this is disabled. You can set the this property
in Cloudera Manager under Atlas Server Advanced Configuration Snippet (Safety Valve) for conf/atlas-
application.properties.

While the background task is processing the tag propagation request, you can view the notification of propagation of
tags in the Atlas UI on the Entities details page. The Task tab displays the progress of this request.

Examples of controlling data access using classifications

Some of the ways you can use classifications to control access to data.

Use classifications to control data:

• Validity period or expiration date.
• Sensitive data masking
• Segregating access privileges by department or region

Related Information
Adding a tag-based PII policy

Default EXPIRES ON tag policy
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Dynamic tag-based column masking in Hive with Ranger policies
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